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INTRODUCTION 

In this thesis, the author proposes Prospective design as a future-led mixed-methodology 
to mitigate unintended consequences. This framework combines systems analysis with 
extrapolations and constructivist perspectives to reconcile confronted models of designing 
futures in the context of Highly Automated Systems. 

It does so by conducting a case on virtual assistants. Although virtual assistants are still in 
their infancy, they are expected to dominate digital interactions in the coming years. 
Investigating the prospective developments of this type of interaction device reveals the 
particular challenges of highly automated interactions for scholarly research. In this context, 
the intersection between the critical issues of automation and accountability acts as a focal 
point. Departing from authored multi-dimensional strategies and modes of calculation in 
ethical computing, this research examines how design decisions affect interactions, how 
these decisions may be made accessible in design frameworks and how prospective design 
strategies are better suited to address the rising concerns of these systems. This thesis 
contributes a new understanding of the implications of designing highly automated systems 
and provides practical and conceptual means for making this knowledge accessible and 
usable. 

The developmental process consisted of a combination of archive research, surveys, 
experiments, case studies and co-design workshops. In this process, diagraming become a 
fundamental tool for practice. Diagrams have been traditionally used in computer science as 
schematic tools to explain the internal functioning of a system (circuit boards). This 
approach is translated to explain interactive elements of the system functioning in the 
context of AI - schematics of interaction -. This technique facilitated the understanding and 
communication of dematerialised systems. In this process, diagrams also become reflective 
tools. They helped me to structure knowledge in a manageable way to implement critical 
analysis via comparative or relational studies. As a synthetic tool, they represent a reduction 
of reality, but this reduction facilitated understanding. Furthermore, this tool was 
particularly helpful to facilitate cross-disciplinary enquiry, and this element allowed me to 
find relationships among disciplines and fields. 
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1.1 WHAT IS TRUST? 

According to trust expert Rachel Botsman, trust is “trust is a confident relationship with 
the unknown” (Botsman, 2018). She builds her definition from social psychologist Morton 
Deutsch, who wrote in his seminal 1973 book The Resolution of Conflict: “Trust involves the 
delicate juxtaposition of people’s loftiest hopes and aspirations with their deepest worries 
and darkest fears.” (Botsman, 2018). Nevertheless, is this definition correct?  

According to the Handbook of Research Methods on Trust, trust is a multi-faceted 
phenomenon difficult to underpin (Lyon, 2015). This concept cannot be easily observed or 
even defined. This topic can be traced back at least to work in the 1960s and 1970s with a 
range of influential exploratory pieces (such as Deutsch, 1973; Garfinkel, 1967; Rotter, 
1967; Zand, 1972). Furthermore, In the 1980s and 1990s, research was implemented on 
conceptual aspects. It was followed by a wide range of empirical and experimental studies 
from the late 1990s to the present (see Bachmann and Zaheer, 2006; Möllering, 2006). 
Seppanen et al. (2007) presented an excess of 70 definitions of the concept of trust (see also 
Castaldo, 2007). Trust is a very elusive concept. It is placed in the middle of two entities 
interacting. It is multi-level. According to Blobaum, trust is referential to a system (media), 
an organisation (newspaper), a person (journalist) or a product (article) (Blobaum, 2016 
pp.8-9). You can trust and distrust at the same time, one or more elements in the hierarchy. 
For instance, you can distrust the media, and the guardian, but can trust a specific journalist 
and the content he creates for the newspaper. You can trust it today and distrust the same 
thing tomorrow. Trust is constituted in an act in which the trustor makes himself or herself 
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vulnerable to the trustee. One one of the most cited definitions of trust in the organisational 
science literature is Mayer at al. They define trust as “The willingness of a party to be 
vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will 
perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or 
control that other party. (Mayer et al., 1995, p. 712) 

This point is capital and a missing point in Botsman definition. Trust is very fragile and 
can be easily broken. Preliminary knowledge, past experiences, personality and personal 
situation, affect trust from a trustee perspective. Positives experiences reinforce trust. In this 
regard, the work of Giddens defines trust as “confidence in the reliability of a person or 
system, regarding a given set of outcomes or events, where that confidence expresses a faith 
in the probity or love of another, or in the correctness of abstract principles (technical 
knowledge).” (Giddens on Lane and Bachman, 1998, pp.35). It is the “Belief in someone or 
something, which is nurtured through positive experiences”. Media, K. (2016).  

In the technological context we are living, evangelists make their promises trough 
technologies. In this scenario, Botsman states that “Technology is only the means” (Botsman, 
2018). However, Sophia Jasanoff, a Harvard professor, presents in her seminal book, the 
ethics of invention, quite a contrary approach. She builds from examples of animals’ 
behaviour to demonstrate that technology as an end to satisfy needs is not even a 
distinctively human action (Jasanoff, 2016. P. 2--)  

For the author, “Technology, in short, is not merely about achieving ends that we already 
foresee but an open the door to an uncharted, often uncertain future where current social 
understandings and practices may be fundamentally transformed. Uncertainty, moreover, 
can deter as much as it entices. The bright gleams of promise that invite human societies to 
invest in technology march hand in hand with darker misgivings about what could go wrong 
if the promises fail and the unexpected breakdown happens on a grand scale.” (Jasanoff, 
2016. P. 214). And concludes, “Neither practicality nor predictability captures the evolving 
relations between human beings and their technologies. Human technological wizardry 
extends far beyond performances of repetitious tasks to serve simple, predetermined 
purposes. Artistry, imagination, and the desire to probe the unknown have long dominated 
the will to make and use technology” (Jasanoff, 2016. P., 212). Therefore, I will redefine 
trust as confidence in somebody’s promise to navigate the unknown through design. It is 
structured in four steps; Fear is created by uncertainty. Trust is created when somebody 
promises you how to navigate (which leads to hope). A promise is enabled by design. And 
trust is reinforced when the promise is delivered.  

Rachel is right in pointing to the unknown but misses the void created by this uncertainty, 
which is always occupied by somebody through the delivery of a promise to navigate this 
terrain. What is weird is that she makes references to it. For instance, on page 124, where 
she states that “we need to think of trust as trusting someone to do something”. (Botsman, 
2017. P.124). 
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1.2 HOW DO WE STRUCTURE TRUST? 

As we have seen earlier, trust is multi-level. Botsman presents a trust stack as a model to 
understand how trust works in the digital domain. She fills the trust void with three levels; 
an idea, a platform and an individual. These elements are the foundation for a user to take a 
trust leap. 

However, according to Blobaum, trust is referential to a system (media), an organization 
(newspaper), a person (journalist) or a product (article) (Blobaum, 2016 pp.8-9). For 
instance, system (media), an organization (newspaper), a person (journalist) or a product 
(article). Or system (e-commerce), an organization (Amazon), a person (search algorithm) 
or a product (book). This approach differs from Botsman with the integration of the system 
as a level to consider. Again, she makes references on page 188, but do not integrate these 
elements in the stack system presented. Besides, and building from the definition provided 
earlier, the dynamics and actions of the ecosystem are also missing. We need to integrate the 
drivers; fear and hope. And the enabler; design. 
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However, which are the driver? Sir Martin Sorrell, CEO of WPP, the most significant 
advertising and public relations company in the world, stated at the world economic forum, 
that the most prominent drivers rising fear are unemployment and privacy. These results 
were based on a range of surveys conducted by his company. Due to the contextual nature of 
these drivers, likely changing over time, in this area, further research is needed to identify 
the essential surveys to establish a cross-referenced output. By playing the opposite, we 
could build a model for hope where fears of unemployment and data privacy could be 
transformed into employment and data capitalisation. Thus, leading to freedom and 
emancipation, instead of precariat and control. 
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Botsman structure trust around the dimensions of competence, reliability and honesty. Is 
this true? In this area, due to a lack of clear distinction amongst the factors that constitute 
trust, trust itself, and the outcomes of trust, its research has been complicated. The main 
model from which all contemporary research underpins is Mayer’s dimensional model. Who 
after an extensive revision on the topic, proposed a generic typology on the subject of 
enquiry consisting fundamentally on three dimensions; ability, benevolence, and integrity. 
(Mayer, Davis & Schoorman, 1995)  

They are conceptually distinct since they address different elements of cognitive and 
affective abstraction of trust. However, collectively, they represent a comprehensive multi-
dimensional space for trust. Their multi-dimensional model of trust is one of the most widely 
accepted (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt & Camerer, 1998; Wasti et al., 2007). In Mayer’s model, 
three dimensions underpin the process of trust. 

Ability - This area refers to “the trustor's perception of trustee's competencies and 
knowledge salient to the expected behaviour”. They can be based on “prior (first-hand or 
second-hand) experience or institutional endorsements”. (Bhattacherjee, 2014) 

Integrity – this area refers to the perception a trustor will follow a set of principles or 
rules.  

Benevolence – this area refers to the intentionality and behaviour of the trustee. From 
who is believed to “intend doing good to the trustor, beyond its own profit 
motives” (Bhattacherjee, 2014) 

If we translate into Botsman model, we could pair ability with competence, integrity with 
reliability and honesty with benevolence. Therefore, positioning Botsman as correct. 

Finally, Botsman presents value, accountability and certainty as to the main dimensions of 
trust. 

From what we have seen, trust is confidence in somebody’s promise to navigate the 
unknown. It is structured in four steps; Fear is created by uncertainty. Trust is created when 
somebody promises you how to navigate (which leads to hope). A promise is enabled by 
design. And trust is reinforced when the promise is delivered.  

In this process, the key aspect is enabling a promise, which we do through design. This 
step is structured in four levels; systems, organisations, designers and products. The 
development of technology is affected by top-down dynamics coming from society and 
bottom-up dynamics coming from the individual. And two drivers; hope and fear.  

A fundamental area is how and why we take a trust leap. In this context, certainty 
(reliability or integrity) value (competence or ability) and accountability (honesty or 
benevolence) play a fundamental role in the final decision. However, an increase in the need 
or competitiveness of price can overrule a reflective analysis and increase instinctual 
decisions.   
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